Sentence retrieval plays a very important role in question answering system. In this paper, we present a novel cluster-based language model for sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering which is motivated in part by sentence clustering and language model. Sentence clustering is used to group sentences into clusters. Language model is used to properly represent sentences, which is combined with sentences model, cluster/topic model and collection model. For sentence clustering, we propose two approaches that are OneSentence-Multi-Topics and OneSentence-One-Topic respectively. From the experimental results on 807 Chinese testing questions, we can conclude that the proposed cluster-based language model outperforms over the standard language model for sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering.
Introduction
To facilitate the answer extraction of question answering, the task of retrieval module is to find the most relevant passages or sentences to the question. So, the retrieval module plays a very important role in question answering system, which influences both the performance and the speed of question answering. In this paper, we mainly focus on the research of improving the performance of sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering.
Many retrieval approaches have been proposed for sentence retrieval in English question answering. For example, Ittycheriach [Ittycheriah, et al. 2002] and H. Yang [Hui Yang, et al. 2002] proposed vector space model. Andres [Andres, et al. 2004] and Vanessa proposed language model and translation model respectively. Compared to vector space model, language model is theoretically attractive and a potentially very effective probabilistic framework for researching information retrieval problems [Jian-Yun Nie. 2005] .
However, language model for sentence retrieval is not mature yet, which has a lot of difficult problems that cannot be solved at present. For example, how to incorporate the structural information, how to resolve data sparseness problem. In this paper, we mainly focus on the research of the smoothing approach of language model because sparseness problem is more serious for sentence retrieval than for document retrieval.
At present, the most popular smoothing approaches for language model are Jelinek-Mercer method, Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet priors, absolute discounting and so on [C. Zhai, et al. 2001] . The main disadvantages of all these smoothing approaches are that each document model (which is estimated from each document) is interpolated with the same collection model (which is estimated from the whole collection) through a unified parameter. Therefore, it does not make any one particular document more probable than any other, on the condition that neither the documents originally contains the query term. In other word, if a document is relevant, but does not contain the query term, it is still no more probable, even though it may be topically related.
As we know, most smoothing approaches of sentence retrieval in question answering are learned from document retrieval without many adaptations. In fact, question answering has some characteristics that are different from traditional document retrieval, which could be used to improve the performance of sentence retrieval. These characteristics lie in:
1. The input of question answering is natural language question which is more unambiguous than query in traditional document retrieval.
For traditional document retrieval, it's difficult to identify which kind of information the users want to know. For example, if the user submit the query {发明/invent, 电话/telephone}, search engine does not know what information is needed, who invented telephone, when telephone was invented, or other information. On the other hand, for question answering system, if the user submit the question {谁发明了电话？/who invented the telephone?}, it's easy to know that the user want to know the person who invented the telephone, but not other information.
Candidate answers extracted according to the semantic category of the question's answer could be used for sentence clustering of question answering.
Although the first retrieved sentences are related to the question, they usually deal with one or more topics. That is, relevant sentences for a question may be distributed over several topics. Therefore, treating the question's words in retrieved sentences with different topics equally is unreasonable. One of the solutions is to organize the related sentences into several clusters, where a sentence can belong to about one or more clusters, each cluster is regarded as a topic. This is sentence clustering. Obviously, cluster and topic have the same meaning and can be replaced each other. In the other word, a particular entity type was expected for each question, and every special entity of that type found in a retrieved sentence was regarded as a cluster/topic.
In this paper, we propose two novel approaches for sentence clustering. The main idea of the approaches is to conduct sentence clustering according to the candidate answers which are also considered as the names of the clusters.
For example, given the question {谁发明了电 话？/who invented telephone?}, the top ten retrieved sentences and the corresponding candidate answers are shown as Based on the above analysis, this paper presents cluster-based language model for sentence retrieval of Chinese question answering. It differs from most of the previous approaches mainly as follows. 1. Sentence Clustering is conducted according to the candidate answers extracted from the top 1000 sentences. 2. The information of the cluster of the sentence, which is also called as topic, is incorporated into language model through aspect model. For sentence clustering, we propose two novel approaches that are One-Sentence-Multi-Topics and One-SentenceOne-Topic respectively. The experimental results show that the performances of cluster-based language model for sentence retrieval are improved significantly.
The framework of cluster-based language model for sentence retrieval is shown as Figure 1 . 
Language Model for Information Retrieval
Language model for information retrieval is presented by Ponte & Croft in 1998 [J. Ponte, et al. 1998 ] which has more advantages than vector space model. After that, many improved models are proposed like J.F. Gao [J. F Gao, et al. 2004 ], C. Zhai [C. Zhai, et al. 2001] , and so on. In 1999, Berger & Lafferty [A. Berger, et al. 1999 ] presented statistical translation model for information retrieval. The basic approach of language model for information retrieval is to model the process of generating query Q. The approach has two steps. 1. Constructing document model for each document in the collection; 2. Ranking the documents according to the probabilities p(Q|D). A classical unigram language model for IR could be expressed in equation (1).
where, w i is a query term, p(w i |D) is document model which represents terms distribution over document. Obviously, estimating the probability p(w i |D) is the key of document model. To solve the sparseness problem, Jelinek-Mercer is commonly used which could be expressed by equation (2).
where, p ML (w|D) As described above, the disadvantages of standard language model is that it does not make any one particular document any more probable than any other, on the condition that neither the documents originally contain the query term. In the other word, if a document is relevant, but does not contain the query term, it is still no more probable, even though it may be topically related. Thus, the smoothing approaches based on standard language model are improper. In this paper, we propose a novel cluster-based language model to overcome it.
Cluster-based Language Model for Sentence Retrieval
Note that document model p(w|D) in document retrieval is replace by p(w|S) called sentence model in sentence retrieval. The assumption of cluster-based language model for retrieval is that topic-related sentences tend to be relevant to the same query. So, incorporating the topic of sentences into language model can improve the performance of sentence retrieval based on standard language model. The proposed cluster-based language model is a mixture model of three components, that are sentence model p ML (w|S) , cluster/topic model p_topic ML (w|T) and collection model p ML (w|C) . We can formulate our model as equation (3).
In fact, the cluster-based language model can also be viewed as a two-stage smoothing approach. The cluster model is first smoothed using the collection model, and the sentence model is then smoothed with the smoothed cluster model.
In this paper, the cluster model is in the form of term distribution over cluster/topic, associated with the distribution of clusters/topics over sentence, which can be expressed by equation (4).
where, T is the set of clusters/topics. p_topic(w|T) is cluster model. p(t|S) is topic sentence distribution which means the distribution of topic over sentence. And p(w|t) is term topic distribution which means the term distribution over topics.
Before estimating the sentence model p(w|S), topic-related sentences should be organized into clusters/topics to estimate p(t|S) and p(w|t) probabilities. For sentence clustering, this paper presents two novel approaches that are OneSentence-Multi-Topics and One-Sentence-OneTopic respectively.
One-Sentence-Multi-Topics
The main idea of One-Sentence-Multi-Topics can be summarized as follows.
If a sentence includes M different candidate answers, then the sentence consists of M different topics.
For example, the sentence S5 in Table 1 includes two topics which are "贝尔发明电话/Bell invented telephone" and "爱迪生发明电灯/Edison invented electric light" respectively.
Different sentences have the same topic if two candidate answers are same.
For example, the sentence S4 and S5 in Table 1 have the same topic "贝尔发明电话/Bell invented telephone" because both of sentences have the same candidate answer "贝尔/Bell". Based on the above ideas, the result of sentence clustering based on One-Sentence-MultiTopics is shown in Table 2 .
Name of Clusters
Sentences Table 2 The Result of One-Sentence-MultiTopics Sentence Clustering So, we could estimate term topic distribution using equation (5).
Topic sentence distribution can be estimated using equation (6) and (7).
where, kl st means the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the sentence with the cluster/topic. k denotes the number of cluster/topic. The main idea of equation (6) is that the closer the Kullback-Leibler divergence, the larger the topic sentence probability p(t|S).
One-Sentence-One-Topic
The main idea of One-Sentence-One-Topic also could be summarized as follows.
A sentence only has one kernel candidate answer which represents the kernel topic no matter how many candidate answers is included.
For example, the kernel topic of sentence S5 in Table 1 is "贝尔发明电话/Bell invented telephone" though it includes three different candidate answers.
Different sentences have the same topic if two kernel candidate answers are same.
For example, the sentence S4 and S5 in Table 1 have the same topic "贝尔发明电话/Bell invented telephone".
The kernel candidate answer has shortest average distance to all query terms.
Based on the above ideas, the result of sentence clustering based on One-Sentence-OneTopic is shown in Table 3 .
Name of Clusters
Sentences 贝尔/Bell S1 S2 S4 S5 S6 S7 库珀/Cooper S3 S8 S9 斯蒂芬/Stephen S10 Table 3 The Result of One-Sentence-One-Topic Sentence Clustering
Equation (8) and (9) can be used to estimate the kernel candidate answer and the distances of candidate answers respectively. Term topic distribution in One-Sentence-One-Topic can be estimated via equation (5). And topic sentence distribution is equal to 1 because a sentence only belongs to one cluster/topic. 
where, a i * is the kernel candidate answer. a i is the i-th candidate answer, i a SemDis is the average distance of i-th candidate answer. q j is the j-th query term, N is the number of all query terms. 
Experiments and Analysis
Research on Chinese question answering, is still at its early stage. And there is no public evaluation platform for Chinese question answering. So in this paper, we use the evaluation environment presented by [Youzheng Wu, et al. 2004 ] which is similar to TREC question answering track [Ellen. M. Voorhees. 2004] . The documents collection is downloaded from Internet which size is 1.8GB. The testing questions are collected via four different approaches which has 7050 Chinese questions currently.
In this section, we randomly select 807 testing questions which are fact-based short-answer questions. Moreover, the answers of all testing questions are named entities identified by [Youzheng Wu, et al. 2005] . Figure 2 gives the details. Note that, LOC, ORG, PER, NUM and TIM denote the questions which answer types are location, organization, person, number and time respectively, SUM means all question types. Chinese question answering system is to return a ranked list of five answer sentences per question and will be strictly evaluated (unsupported answers counted as wrong) using mean reciprocal rank (MRR).
Baseline: Standard Language Model for Sentence Retrieval
Based on the standard language model for information retrieval, we can get the baseline performance, as is shown in Table 4 The Baseline MRR5 Performance
In the following chapter, we conduct experiments to answer two questions.
1. Whether cluster-based language model for sentence retrieval could improve the performance of standard language model for sentence retrieval?
2. What are the performances of sentence clustering for various question types?
Cluster-based Language Model for Sentence Retrieval
In this part, we will conduct experiments to validate the performances of cluster-based language models which are based on One-Sentence-MultiTopics and One-Sentence-One-Topic sentence clustering respectively. In the following experiments, β = 0.9.
Cluster-based Language Model Based on One-Sentence-Multi-Topics
The experimental results of cluster-based language model based on One-Sentence-MultiTopics sentence clustering are shown in From the experimental results, we can find that by integrating the clusters/topics of the sentence into language model, we can achieve much improvement at each stage of α. For example, the largest and smallest improvements for all types of questions are about 7.7% and 2.8% respectively. This experiment shows that the proposed cluster-based language model based on OneSentence-Multi-Topics is effective for sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering.
Cluster-based Language Model Based on One-Sentence-One-Topic
The performance of cluster-based language model based on One-Sentence-One-Topic sentence clustering is shown in Table 5 , we can find that the improvement of cluster-based language model based on One-Sentence-One-Topic is slightly lower than that of cluster-based language model based on One-Sentence-Multi-Topics. The reasons lie in that Clusters based on OneSentence-One-Topic approach are very coarse and much information is lost. But the improvements over baseline system are obvious. Table 7 shows that MRR1 and MRR20 scores of cluster-based language models for all question types. The relative improvements over the baseline are listed in the bracket. This experiment is to validate whether the conclusion based on different measurements is consistent or not. Table 7 also shows that the performances of two cluster-based language models are higher than that of the baseline system under different measurements. For MRR1 scores, the largest improvements of cluster-based language models based on One-Sentence-Multi-Topics and OneSentence-One-Topic are about 15% and 10% respectively. For MRR20, the largest improvements are about 7% and 4% respectively. 
The Analysis of Sentence Clustering for Various Question Types
The parameter β in equation (3) denotes the balancing factor of the cluster model and the collection model. The larger β, the larger contribution of the cluster model. The small β, the larger contribution of the collection model. If the performance of sentence retrieval decreased with the increasing of β, it means that there are many noises in sentence clustering. Otherwise, sentence clustering is satisfactory for cluster-based language model. So the task of this experiment is to find the performances of sentence clustering for various question types, which is helpful to select the most proper β to obtain the best performance of sentence retrieval. With the change of β and the fixed α (α = 0.9), the performances of cluster-based language model based on One-Sentence-Multi-Topics are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , the performances of TIM and NUM type questions decreased with the increasing of the parameter β (from 0.6 to 0.9), while the performances of LOC, PER and ORG type questions increased. This phenomenon showed that the performance of sentence clustering based on One-Sentence-Multi-Topics for TIM and NUM type questions is not as good as that for LOC, PER and ORG type questions. This is in fact reasonable. The number and time words frequently appeared in the sentence, which does not represent a cluster/topic when they appear. While PER, LOC and ORG entities can represent a topic when they appeared in the sentence.
Similarly, with the change of β and the fixed α (α=0.9), the performances of cluster-based language model based on One-Sentence-One-Topic are shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , the performances of TIM, NUM, LOC and SUM type questions decreased with the increasing of β (from 0.6 to 0.9). This phenomenon shows that the performances of sentence clustering based on One-Sentence-One-Topic are not satisfactory for most of question types. But, compared to the baseline system, the clusterbased language model based on this kind of sentence clustering can still improve the performances of sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering. 
Conclusion and Future Work
The input of a question answering system is natural language question which contains richer information than the query in traditional document retrieval. Such richer information can be used in each module of question answering system. In this paper, we presented a novel clusterbased language model for sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering which combines the sentence model, the cluster/topic model and the collection model.
For sentence clustering, we presented two approaches that are One-Sentence-Multi-Topics and One-Sentence-One-Topic respectively. The experimental results showed that the proposed cluster-based language model could improve the performances of sentence retrieval in Chinese question answering significantly.
However, we only conduct sentence clustering for questions, which have the property that their answers are named entities in this paper. In the future work, we will focus on all other type questions and improve the performance of the sentence retrieval by introducing the structural, syntactic and semantic information into language model.
